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| Problem: Open-world Semi-Supervised Learning

Open-world Semi-Supervised Learning (OSSL) 
aims to classify unlabeled samples from both seen 
and novel classes using partially labeled samples 
from the seen classes.

Due to the lack of labeled samples for novel 
classes, it is vital to exploit some priors as 
auxiliary supervision to classifier for all classes.



  Existing works either exploit pairwise similarity prior or class distribution 
prior to achieve this.  However, these methods only explore priors at a 
single granularity, which suffer from sub-optimization and inaccurate 
pseudo labels, due to the limited supervision.

| Previous works: only explore priors at a single granularity 



| Motivation: Explore various taxonomic context as priors

In this paper, we argue that leveraging multiple levels of granularity as 
semantic priors (e.g., sub-classes, classes, and super-classes, etc.) is a more 
preferable solution for OSSL.



| Method

To achieve it, we develop two modules: i) Taxonomic Context Discovery (TCD) module  to 
discovers the underlying taxonomic context priors; ii) Taxonomic Context-based prediction 
Alignment (TCA) module to enforces consistency across hierarchical predictions.



TIDA first obtains normalized feature representation                       fo for the 
i-th sample      by image encoder     . Then, we use     and prototypes on each 
hierarchy to perform clustering by optimizating         .

| Taxonomic Context Discovery (TCD)

where       is the pseudo-label of       on l-th hierarchy generated by Sinkhorn-
Knopp algorithm,      denotes the prediction of model for       and     = 0.1 is the temperature.



| Taxonomic Context-based prediction Alignment (TCA)

To achieve taxonomic context consistency, we propose the Taxonomic Context-
based prediction Alignment (TCA),  which aims to establish reliable affinity 
relationships across hierarchies.



| Experiment
Performance on four generic datasets.

Performance on three fine-grained datasets.



| Ablation study

 C-TCP: Coarse-grained Taxonomic Context Priors; F-TCP: Fine-grained Taxonomic Context Priors; 
TCA: Taxonomic Context-based prediction Alignment (When using TCA only, the model is equipped 
with three target-grained classifiers that are aligned by TCA). 

As we can see, the proposed TCA is indispensable to our TIDA. 
This indicates that the key to performance improvements is having 
consistent taxonomic context for OSSL problems.



| Visualization
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We use t-SNE to visualize the features learned by TIDA and the 
baseline[1]. As shown in above, TIDA produces more discriminative 
features than TRSSL[1], where the samples are generally better 
clustered.



| Visualization

 The visualization of hierarchical semantic structure learned by TIDA on ImageNet100.



| Conclusion

• In this paper, we identify the importance of multi-granularity 
priors for Open-world Semi-Supervised Learning (OSSL) and 
introduce a new type of prior knowledge, i.e., taxonomic 
context priors.

• Moreover, we introduce a uniformed OSSL framework, 
named by TIDA, which can discover taxonomic context priors 
without any extra supervision. 



| Conclusion

• Our study uncovers a significant observation that incorporating 
taxonomic context as priors can enhance the performance of our 
model in challenging real-world scenarios with limited 
supervision and unknown semantic concepts. 

• This provides a new idea for utilizing unlabeled data, not only 
limited to open-set semi-supervised learning.
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